
What is Active Planning? 

The biggest challenge facing organizations today is keeping up, and quickly responding, to change. In a world of constant change, one 
thing remains constant for finance teams—the need for accurate, agile planning and forecasting. Most finance teams engage in static 
planning, a process that is not optimized for responding and adapting to change. Static planning is characterized by long planning cycles, 
short-lived plans, siloed efforts, and lack of time for strategic analyses. 

Where a static planning process forces a compromise between getting a plan right and getting it done, active financial planning lets you 
plan and adapt without compromise. Active planning gives you the power to better manage your business, by analyzing and 
understanding historical performance to inform and predict future performance. An active planning process is the key to accurate, agile 
plans that help drive business growth. 

 

How is Active Planning Different from Static Planning? 

A Process That Is Collaborative, Comprehensive, and Continuous 
Improved Collaboration 

By using a single source of shared data accessible to the entire team through the cloud, collaborative financial planning 
empowers all stakeholders to easily engage with the numbers. 

 

A Comprehensive View of the Business 

Unlock new insights with detailed and sophisticated budgeting, analysis, modeling, and forecasting that spans the entire 
business and understands its complexities and nuances. 

 



What Is Required for an Active Planning Process? 

To enable active planning, you need a planning tool that’s easy, powerful, and fast. Easy means operations and finance professionals 
can collaborate on everyday planning and forecasting processes without struggle. Powerful means you can model anything and analyze 
everything based on a single source of truth for data-driven decision making. Fast means being able to model quickly so you can adapt 
plans in real-time and support business partners with continuous planning. 
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With all three of these factors in place, finance can plan and adapt without compromise to drive business success and ultimately become 
a source of strategic value within the company. 

Other planning solutions force you to compromise, offering only one or two of these factors. But why compromise? Adaptive Insights is 
the only company that provides a planning tool that’s easy, powerful, and fast, enabling an active planning process. Our cloud corporate 
performance management (CPM) solution automates collaborative planning, financial consolidation, and reporting and analysis of both 
operational and financial data. The result is just the tool you need to create a best practice, active planning process that can propel the 
business forward. 


